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"A magical guide. Learn the very best ways to let your natural splendor shine through; that there surely is
more to choosing the perfect perfume than you ever truly imagined; Both her mom and grandmother were
beauty editors for French Vogue, and Clémence proudly proceeds their legacy in Ageless Beauty the French
Method, a luxurious, entertaining, unparalleled instruction to every French beauty top secret for ladies from
all walks of existence.” ?Aerin Lauder, Founder & Creative Director of AERIN and Design & Picture
Director of Estée LauderFrom three generations of French beauty professionals, Ageless Beauty the French
Way is the ultimate reserve of tips, products, procedures and French beauty secrets in ten categories such as
Hair, Skin, Makeup, Rest, and Perfume. that double-cleansing that person is the only way to go;Even though
many women are passionate about the very best skin care lines, hair treatments, and beauty practices,
Clémence von Mueffling has that passion in her DNA. and a basic, nightly facial massage may be the
ultimate key to an ageless, glamorous, youthful encounter.Weaving wisdom from all three women with
insiders tips from best beauty specialists, Clémence shares both timeless and age-specific info in 3
categories?Jeunesse (15-35), Plénitude (35-55), and Maturité (55+)?creating a wonderful guide that any girl
can easily cherish throughout her existence, and pass down to her child through the years.
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This is such an intelligent book about beauty This is such an intelligent book about beauty ... bringing us
back again to the essential great things about a straightforward, yet consistent, beauty schedule, combined
with healthy life options. Not the most of an instant needle beauty fix, but instead, the gentleness and
resilience of Beauty as a quasi meditative method of looking after oneself, unwinding, building confidence,
appreciating what we've and making the best of what we have. The read is certainly appeasing and pleasant
yet backed by the rigor of 3 generations of beauty gurus. Where to get good products.. I wish I hadn't blown
$20 upon this. and also, getting a list of Best Beauty Products these days ! An absolute must have, and a
must read. Amazing how you can change a few simple things in your day to day routine and start glowing!
They possess all had amazing professions and have so much great information on how best to age
beautifully. Best and longest chapters were on skincare, but I loved the chapter on fragrance as well.
Cosmetics are the least discussed, in keeping with the French focus on skincare. Great advice from 3
generations I really enjoyed reading about the three generations of these beautiful French women. Want it
actually were much longer, felt it there was more to be stated. I tried several of the products mentioned and
have changed my nightly routine. This book is crucial have ! It compils the easiest ways of keeping
ourselves at our best, at every age, with authenticity and elegance.It really is like having your very best
friend sharing with you all her most readily useful beauty tips. Great book to learn, to keep and to offer to
someone you truly care for.. I adore this book and the respected brands mentioned.thank you to the author
for sharing all those precious informations! the easy, affordable and non invasive ones Finally 1 place to find
all of your beauty tips. ..Easy and fun to read for every woman out generally there!the easy, affordable and
non invasive ones!.... Excellent book Great beauty reference.. I've recommended the publication to several
friends.. This is actually the best beauty book ever... THE MOST ACCURATE beauty publication out there
for women today This is by far the most informative and complete book I have read recently about beauty
tips and good healthy practices...not ONE helpful bit of information, absolutely nothing new whatsoever,
and too late to come back. A youthful and traditional method of a healthy lifestyle in the globe if skincare,
wellness and beauty. Timeless Beauty Regimes, Advice and Stories from the Experts An agreeable and
graceful go through from the inspiring women of Vogue... I’m in the Beauty Industry and recommend
Ageless Beauty the French Method. Fun book with great tips Fun book with good tips. I enjoy the sharing of
their collective understanding on what’s important for a happy, healthful life.. Great beauty advises Used
some of the tips for my morning routine! Love it Best beauty book ever!. ..and I’ve read a lot of them. This
is actually the first one which doesn’t discuss simply make-up, but also shares some of the best skin
treatment secrets a person can learn. Easy to read! The very best part is skin care & 5 Lots of advice. I liked
hearing about the tales of each of the fabulous women . Lots of helpful and interesting suggestions! makeup
assistance to each generation.. Great book,contains clever,practical beauty and life-style advice from three
generations of gorgeous women. GREAT BOOK I have read numerous books like this but this actually
mentions products.. the data is great the writing good and the content is excellent... Great book Loved this!
It’s also an excellent present for friends. Don't waste your cash on this one.let me just say, I had not been
disappointed. Enjoyable, almost too short I enjoyed the entire tone of the reserve in addition to three
different generations offering their perspective on beauty. The writer was actually on Good Morning
America as soon as the publication was out and viewing her segment produced me want to read "Ageless
beauty". I just finished ready this book and really enjoyed ir very much. It shows you how to deal with you
in simple ways, with a daily routine for your skin and a healthy life-style!
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